A set of software tools for connecting heterogeneous tasks on networked computers as well as MIMD prmllel machines is described. The purpose is to provide a convenient and practical approach to connect mathematical/scientific computing tasks, to build complex syetems by integrating exieting ones, and to perform parallel/distributed processing in symbolic and algebraic computation (SAC). The tools work with the widely available PVM (Parallel Virtual Machine). Efficient exchange of mathematical data is tileved through MP, an efficient mathematical data exchange protocol. 
Introduction
As parallel computers and high-speed networks become more widespread, it is increasingly important to develop new computing systems by connecting and combining existing programs to run in a parallel or dwtributed fashion. The individual program components can be heterogeneouswritten in different languages, run under distinct operating systems, or designed for special rmhitectures.
The arrange ment allows easy reuse of existing codes and, perhaps more q Work reported herein haa been supported in part by the National
Science Foundation under Grant CCR-9503650
Permission to make digital/hard copy of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage, the copyright notice, the title of the publication and its date appear, and notice is given that copying is by perrnision of ACM, Inc. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redktribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. PASCO'97, Wailea, Maui, Hawaii; @1997 ACM 0-89791-951-3/97/0007. . .US$3.50 importantly, permits separate parts of a system to be implemented on diHerent platforms and maintained at sites with the right expertise. For example, the user interface part may run on a graphkx workstation while computeinteneive parts may execute on parallel machinea and supercomputers. The strategy encourages building systems by constructing reusable components and has wideranging applications. In the mea of symbolic and numeric computing, people are interested in constructing problem solving enuirvnments by connecting symbolic, numeric, visualkation, document processing, and other appropriate software components.
The approach can also provide medium to very coarse grain parallelism.
Researchers have been working on ways to connect heterogeneous tasks. The work on Eztended Data Representation (XDR) [27] and Remote Procedure Call (RPC) [5], made early contributions.
The Polylith system [21] investigated the management of tool interfaces, DSC [10] , and STAR/MPI [9] experimented with distributed symbolic computing. Other systems such as Toolbus, ParaZlel Virtual Machine (PVM) [11] , Message Passing Interface (MPI) [14] , and Common Object Request Brvker Architecture (CORBA) [20] , [22] have made important advances in parallel and distributed computing. The subject remains an active R&D area and there are many interesting and important problems yet to be solved.
Research reported here focuses on a very practical prob lem: easy connection of symbolic wmputing tools for pomllelldiattibuted wmputing.
The goal is to make it easy for almost anyone to connect SAC engines together with other components for prototyping and experimentation. The ap preach taken is straightforward build a set of tools to allow easy connection of SAC and other tasks. PVM is adopted to connect tasks because it is etfective, widely available, and in the public domain. A similar approach can be taken with MPI [14] .
Once compute engines are connected and able to aend and receive messages, a common protocol must be used to exchange information. The MP is a protocol dmignexl and implemented for etlicient transfer of mathematical data among cooperating tasks. Work on MP addresses many central issues of et?icient tramunision of mathematical data. The reacmch, together with investigations on mathematical protocols by others, should complement, aid, provide experience, and otherwise advance the OpenMath [1] etTort to achieve a widely adopted, standard mathematical data transmission protocol.
A set of PVM enhancement tools are described M. (Fig. 1) by designating, in a hostjile, hosts on a LAN as processing elements. The same PVM system also works on actual paraflel computers with a message-passing (Cray T3D for example) or shared-memory (SGI for example) architecture. Thus, pvm-baaed parallel programs developed on a workstation cluster can be easily ported to run on actual parallel computers for incressed performance. The PVM consists of a run-time system and library functions to support application programming in f 77 and C. PVM is available by public FTP (f tp: //f tp. netlib. erg). A user simply lists host A command given with the wrong number of arguments displays its usage.
Command options can be given in any order but must be given before other arguments and options.
If an optional hostfile argument is not given, then the file hostf ile in the current directory or in the $EOIE/pvm3, in that order, ia used.
Default values are set by the tools and can be customized easily.
Each command is summarized briefly here. More information can be found in [24] .
1.
2,

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
pvminit -sets up the PVM environment for a new user automatically.
pvmccl -compiles a C-coded PVM application on the locaf host. It generates an executable file in a standard file location $IIOHE/pvm3/bin/$PVM.ARCE and distributes this executable to the local disk directory (pvm3/local-disk-bin) for the locaf host. Optionally, it also distributes the executable to all hosts with the same architect ure as the local host. This command is useful when testing and debugging a new PVM application.
pvmff 71 -is the Fortran 77 counterpart of pvmccl. The default compiler used is ff7.
pvmcc -compiles a set of C source programs for your entire virtual machine by generating an executable on each host. This is done by compiling once on each different architecture and distributing to all specified hosts (by calling pvmccl).
pvmf77 -is the Fortran 77 wunterpart of pvmcc.
pvm-distrib -distributes executable to the local disks for the hosts indicated in the given hostfile. The hostfile may contain hosts of many different architecture types, but pvm.distrib will distribute executable only to hosts of the architecture specified.
pvmexec -executes a given command string on each host specified in the hostfile. The actions are carried out in parallel and all output, including error output, is sent to the file /tmp/$HOST. log on each host. .
pvmclean -helps a user clean up the local disk dkctories
$home/pwm3/local.dlak-bin/ for specified hosts or the entire pvm.
PVM-ET introduced the use of the symbolic link
$HOME/pvm3/local-disk.bin which is a key feature that deserves some discussion. Usually, PVM is used in an environment where a group of UNIX workstations and other high speed servers are connected by a fast LAN within a single department. Each PVM user requires rsh privilege on each component of the parallel virtual macldne. Thus, the computers are usually under the administrative control of one closely knit group. Often, the users will keep unique home directories on centralized disk servers to avoid file duplication and to simplify system maintenance and fde backup. lWrthermore, executable codes common to all, or a subset, of the machines are also centralized for the same reasons. PVM-ET take these conditions into account. All PVM sources, libraries, shell scripts, etc. are kept on shared diska. But, the PVM execut ables for each individual computer can be kept on local d=ks to minimize time required to spawn PVM processes and to avoid service congestion on shared disks (Fig. 2) . Because loading an executable from a locally mounted disk can be many times f=ter than fetching it via NFS (especially during multiple parallel fetchinga) , this reduces the pwm-spawn overhead significantly. For certain applications where spawning of medium grain activities are performed repeatedly this can be very important.
The PVM-ET tools are fine, but other facilities are needed to connect SAC taska.
A Common
Lisp Interface to PVM
The standard PVM distribution contains libraries for C and F77 applications. The CL-PVA4 package [15] , [16] enables any CL-based programs to take part in PVM applications (Fig. 3) . A wide variety of useful Lisp programs exists including SAC systems, expert systems, artficial intelligence systems, knowledge-baaed systems, and many more. With CL-PVM, the PVM library routines can also be invoked interactively from the Lisp toplevel or from Lisp programs.
CL-PVM contains a set of Common Lisp functions that interfaces Common Lisp (KCL, AKCL, or GCL) to the CChasedlibrary. With CL-PVM, the PVM library routines can be invoked interactively from Common Lisp. Generally, there is one CL interface function to each PVM C library function. The CL function calls its C-baaed counterpart and relays data to and from the C function. For example, the CL function pvm-spawn calls the C finction pvm-spawn.
Here is a sample call in Lisp (pvm-spawn "hello-other" "" O *ltlger .mcs. kent. edu" 1 'pids) which spawns a pvm task hello-other on the host tiger. CL-PVM is complete with on-line manual pages and examples. CL-PVM ia available by public FTP from SyrnbolicNet Web site at Kent/ICM. The package is also distributed together with GCL (Gnu Common Lisp) at the FTP site f tp ma. utexas. edu (in /pub/gel/)
at the University of Texas at Austin. Please refer to [16] for more information on the design and implementation of the Lisp interface to PVM. Executable shell scripts like the one shown have a common structure and can be automatically generated given appropriate data.
The pvm.cltaak tool included in the package doea just that.
CL-Related Tools
Additional tools are available in CL-PVM to help manage Lisp tasks. 
mcast-poly
-broadcasts a SACLIB pol~nomial to all other P-VU tisks.
The routines are efficient and avoid any reparsing of the structures.
Applying these tools, Mr. Ajwa, a graduate student at Kent, has been investigating two important CA computations: parallel Grobner Basis algorithms [2] and parallel computation of polynomial characteristic sets [3] . The latter work is also in collaboration with Dr. Z. Liu and Dr. L. Zhi of Academia Sinica, PRC. These parallel applications further involve developing and applying a bag-of-jobs library to control and synchronize PVM tasks.
Generic Run-time Job Control
The bag-of-jobs library (BJ) [19] , implemented in C, is designed as a generic facility to manage parallel tasks under PVM. It is implemented as a C library. A CL interface makes it usable by CL-baaed tasks as well. BJ provides an e=y-t~use master-slave para@pn for scheduling and synchronization.
BJ makes it easy for a m~ter PVM task to spawn slaves, dispatch jobs to each slave, and synchronize them, all in an application defined manner. Each bag has its own job queue and set of slave tasks. A master can control multiple bags. A slave, in turn, can also be a master. The job requesting, dispatching, and result gathering are done asynchronously. bag-addTasks and bag.delTasks -called by master task to add and delete slave tasks.
Job-FirstRequest
-called by a slave task to obtain the very first job assignment.
Job-NextRequest -used by a slave task to send back results and obtain the next job assignment.
bag-JobComplete -called by a master task to receive results sent back by slave tasks in a specified bag.
bag-JobDispatch -used by a master task to assign a job to a ready slave in a particular bag.
bag-Close -to close down a bag of slave tasks.
To work with all types of programs, BJ is designed to interface with key application-supplied program elements:
q Job description data structure (j ob-struct) for sending new jobs to slave tasks q PVM packing and unpacking functions for j ob-struct q Answer data structure ( sns-struct) for collecting answers from slaves q PVM packing and unpacking functions for sns.struct These are complemented by status reporting, administrative, and error handling functions.
This library comes with good documentation and examples. The CL interface part of BJ is still under development.
Efficient Exchange of Mathematical Data
Described so far is a cohesive set of tools to integrate tasks for distributed/parallel computing. With these toola, it becomes easy to connect and control SAC compute engines in a heterogeneous environment. An important aspect yet to be considered is the efficient exchange of scientific data. The author h= been collaborating with N. Kajler and S. Gray on the Multi Protocol (MP) [12], [13] . Our goals are to design and develop a protocol for efficient communication of mathematical data among scientific computing systems (Fig. 4) and to explore how such a protocol might be used in practice. Initial deliberations started in the late 1980's at Kent and involved Peter Hlntenaus, Michael Rothstein, Paul Wang, and several graduate students. Significant progrtzw on the design and implementation of MP began in 1990 as a result of joint work with Kajler and Gray. The initial design of MP was done in 1992. The first achievement of this research was to provide an unambiguous protocol for the efficient exchange of mathematical expressions between scientifically-oriented packages. The initial design underwent some modifications and additions. Initial release of the C-coded MP package was in 1995. The revised MP-1.1.1. was released for Beta testing in October 1996 [13] . The MP design strives for efficiency, flexibility, and extensibility in scientific data exchmge. Here are some highlights. Annotations -Each MaT node may be annotatsd with supplementary information. Annotations may provide information about how a data item is to be interpreted (e.g., units of measurement -miles, centimeters, Jules), the original source of the data, and any application specific attributes. MP-detined annotations, there are 10 currently, are understood by any system using MP. Application-defined annotations can be established to fill problem-specific needs.
Optimizations -In addition to efficient binary encoding of basic data types, MP uses several techniques to reduce the amount of data transmitted. One is common subexpreseion elimination supported through the label and reference annotations. When a subexpression occurs more than once in an expression, the first occurrence of the subexpresaion may appear in the annotated tree with a label attached to it and all other occurrences simply contain a reference to the labeled subexpression. Also, significant optimizationa can be made on blocke of data characterized by a commoñ ownat (for example, a vector of real numbers or an array of records whose fields are of dMerent types). Thw is done by preceding the data blocks with a format de scription called the MP prototype.
Dictionaries -A scientific data exchange protocol must deal with two basic issues, the syntax and the semantics q of transmitted data. The 14aTdeals with syntax. A separate mechanism must be used to handle semantics so communicating parties can obtain the same interpretation on the data being passed. The MP approach for semantics is to use dictionaries. A dictionary is an ofiiine, human-readable document containing a list of items together with their meaning. A definition may be formal or informal, but must be sufficiently precise for a reader to understand.
Basically, a dictionary defines a name space within whkh names have preassigned meanings.
Each dictionary h= a character string name which uniquely identifies it to users. An MP tag associates an UaT rooted at a node with a particular dictionary. A dictionary has a well-defined format and contains different sections for operators, constants, and annotations, etc. A dictionary entry normally consists of an index, a symbol (string name), and a definition that spells out the meaning of the symbol. Fig. 5) .
MP-encoded data can be sent and received via MIMEcompliant mail agents, such = elm, using the MIME [6] content type application/rep An MP viewer, mpview, can convert MP-encoded data into prefix, infix, and L~formats.
A mail browser can call an external program which employs the mpviev to appropriately display a mail message with application/rep content. A Web server can be configured to return MP-encoded documents which can be d~played by a Web browser through the external mpvieu program. The Symbol icNet live demo page has several interactive demos (Fig. 6 ) that return MP-encoded machine-readable data using this scheme. The viewer software is available for downloading.
Initial experiments have shown the feasibility of computeby-mail where a user sends email computation requests encoded in MP to a compute server that is triggered by an incoming email message and returns the computed results in MP-encoded form to the message sender (Fig. 7) q On the server side, a mathematical compute engine must use a standard mathematical protocol that is fast and efficient.
Experiments with MP-enabled servers (Fig. 8) 
